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ABSTRACT

A brief discussion is given of a sequence of five major problems involved in the
making of a palynological contribution to the calibration of a boundary-stratotype sec
tion for a period boundary in the Global Stratigraphic Scale. It has been assumed that
the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary description will be in Europe in as Iowa palaeolatitude
as possible, and that it will not be taken to coincide with any described event of biologic
evolution. The most appropriate and useful palynomorphs for close stratigraphic
study at this level appear to be those of the Cicatricosisporiles and Classopollis groups;
Tri/obosporites, Aequilriradiles, Januasporiles and others are for various reasons con
sidered less useful. A revised succe,sion of Cicalricosisporiles taxa is provided through
the probable time interval required, and a reconciliation of published taxon-concepts
and names is attempted.
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RE1UIREMENTS FOR PALYNOMORPHS IN
BOUNDARY STRATOTYPE SECTIONS

and suitable, (iii) formation of opinion on the
approximate time-level and palaeolatitude
that is desirable, (iv) decision on palyno morph
groups that bear sufficient recogninble charac
ters to provide useful discrimination at the
time and pla.ce concerned, and (v) agreement
on taxonomic style to express this discrimi
nation in a usable manner.

INTRODUCTION

As in the case of other stratigraphicboundaries, palynologists should be
prepared to partici pate in the selec

tion description of bou ndary-stratotypes when
they are studied by t~e appropriate ?o~ies
of the lUGS Stratigraphy CommIssIon.
The study of the Jurassic-Cretaceous boun
dary has already begun in Europe.

The five problems involved for paly
nologists are (i) method of pressing for
inclus:on of a requirement that palyno- Many stratigraphers and other geologists
morphs be regarded as essential fossils in accept that palynomorphs are the main
any boundary stratotype section that is effective fossil links between marine and
considered and selected, (ii) selection. of a and. non-marine strata in post-Ordovician
palynofacies to recommend as practicable penods; palynomorphs were considered at
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some points in the pioneer discussions of
the Silurian-Devonian boundary. It is my
impression, however, that as yet palynolo
gists are by no means automatically in
cluded in discussions of sections for other
boundaries, and their problems are there
fore not considered in a primary role in
many such discussions. It is perhaps neces
sary first to discover whether palaeopaly
nologists themselves believe this element
to be important in erecting definitions for
points in a global stratigraphic scale.

Practicable and Suitable Palynofacies
The great stratigraphic successes of dino
flagellate and acritarch study in recent years
have meant that some stratigraphers think
of these as the necessary and suitable
palynomorphs for boundary sections. This
is, however, not so because in pre-Neogene
time dinoflagellates were essentially marine,
and their presence in marine interdigitations
in non-marine sequences is very restricted.

The palynofacies required is identified
as from the tidal outer reaches of major
distributory streams of a delta out to the
main delta slope; in such areas the maximum
of land-originated miospores that is possible
should be mingled with dinoflagellates and
other marine fossils. Although there will
seldom be a complete range of miospores
present, the parallel presence of dinoflagel
lates is desirable but not essential. Identi
fication of such a suitable facies should
be possible from the palynomorph content
of samples.

Selection of Approximate Level for Boun
dary - The approxim'lte level for a boun
dary-point should be selected to accord
with tradition of usage, but should not
be made to coincide with the evidence for
any event whether lithologic, bio-evolutio
nary, or other; it should be merely an
arbitrarily chosen point in a continuous
rock section. The apparent incoming of
a spore type is undesirable as a marker
as also is the appearance of a cephalopod
or any other taxon.

In the case of the Jurassic-Cretaceous
boundary there is little tradition to follow
because the main m'lrine sections were
not known in the early days. For a long
time the top of the English Purbeck beds
was assumed to be the top of the Jurassic
although it was not marine; now it has
been realized that the 'Purbeck' facies is
diachronous and is even to some extent

So within southern England between the
Dorset type Purbeck and Sussex. Because
of this there is no objection to divide
the time of occurrence of this facies in
England so that the formation of the upper
part, now known as the Durlston beds
in Dorset, falls within the Cretaceous
period (Text-fig. I).

Palaeolatitude - A boundary point
should be taken in a Iowa palaeolatitude
as possible so that correlation may be direct
with both palaeohemispheres, neither be
coming unduly isolated in a separate realm
or province. In the present case the pro
blem is whether the marine faunal realm
for selection should be Tethyan or Boreal
with the realm boundary crossing Europe:
The Siberian floral province of the Soviet
Far East is in a higher palaeolati tude' the
main floras of the. southern hemisphere,
e.g. from the Argentll1e, India and Australia
were in relatively high southern palaeo
latitudes but their paly~omorph assemblages
appear to be suffiCiently cosmopolitan
despite some differences.

Consequently although the choice is by
no me~ns already confined to Europe, such
a chOice would not be particularly dis
advantageous to palynologists as far as is
known at present.

Selection of Suitable Palynomorph Types
- At this stratigraphic level, the number
of distinct morphologic types in a paly
nomorph assemblage may well be about
sixty but most of these are not suitable for
stratigraphic use because the taxa in current
use in their morphologic groups are con
sidered to be long-ranging. Most of the
gymnospermous pollen taxa show too few
characters at the optical level for it to be
possible to split them for effective strati
grap?ic use until they have been suitably
studied by ~EM and TEM; the exceptions
are the blsaccates which have hitherto
prove~ too ~iffi.cult, and the multi-apertu
rates lI1clud Ing Classopollis and Dicheiro
pollis which have the advantage of wide
spread low palaeolatitude distribution.

Mos~ spores can be adequately studied
at optical level. The numerous relatively
unsculptured types can be dis
missed as bearing too few characters.
Cicatricosisporites has been studied and
bears adequate characters but at the re
quired time had not reach~d great diversity.
Trilobosporites developed at about the most
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TEXT-FIG. 1 - Map of southern England to show extent of data available for Berriasian reconstructions.
Abbreviations: C= Cuckfield, D=Durlston, H=Hastlngs, K=Kll1gsclere, NC= West Norfolk, S=Swindon
T=Thame, Oxfordshire, WA=Vale of Wardour, WI=Winchester, WM=Warlingham, WO=Worbarrow:Dorset.

useful time but the species are of rather
too great size, which ~ends to. exclude t~el'!1
from finer-grained sedimentatIon. AeqUltn
radites, Januasporites, etc. have not proved
sufficiently frequent in occurrence to be
really useful, although when available their
characters will probably be adequate.

Taxonomy - Assuming that taxa are used,
in preference to morpholo~ic grade obser
vations, it will almost certalllly be necessary
to erect new taxa for use in the boundary
section strata. Published taxa are too
broad and are in many cases based on types
from other stratigraphic levels which renders
them ineffectively long-ranging. Compari
son records (Hughes, 1975), referred prefer
ably to immutable biorecords, should
therefore be used if possible.

EUROPEAN SECTIONS UNDER
CQNSIDERATION

The marine sections in southern France
considered by the special boundary collo-

qium in Lyon in 1973 (Enay, 1975) refer to
the Tethyan Realm and are in strongly
calcareous s~quences. Also considered by
other commIttees have been the mixed
marine and non-marine sections around
the Anglo-German island at the southern
margin of the Boreal ~e~lm, both in England
and Germany. AddItIOnally sections in
both the southern and northern USSR have
recently been discussed (Druschits & Vakh
rameev, 1976).

The beginning of the Berriasian is now be
lieved (Casey, 1974) to have been earlier than
the beginning of the Boreal Ryazanian divi
sion (Text-fig. 2). A decision on boundary
level has not yet been reached between
these two and intermediates, and because
none of the se.c~ions is complete through
out, such a decIsIOn would affect the choice
of area.

At present the English sections perhaps
offer the greatest palynologic potential at
o.utcrop, bu~ they are by no means yet con
SIdered satIsfactory in other respects.
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TEXT-FIG.2 - Table of impor~ant sections i':l Britain related to the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary
problem. Abbreviations: M=manne, G=evapontes, FW=essentially non-marine.

PALYNOMORPHS IN THE SOUTHERN
BOREAL SECTIONS

As stated in Hughes (1974) and Drmchits
and Vakhrameev (1976), Cicatricosisporites
group spores enter the succession in small
numbers of specimens in the Volgian,
diversify steadily in Berriasian (or Ryaza
nian) time and diversify strongly in Vahn
ginian time. Unfortunately the taxa used
and their nomenclature appear to be
different in each country; and further,
several of the taxa are insecurely based
and some of them even referred to types
in irrelevant later Cretaceous stages. As
a result most of the species mentioned have
little or no stratigraphic value, and will
therefore be ineffective for calibrating a
boundary-stratotype section.

CICATRICOSISPORITES GROUP: EARLIEST
CRETACEOUS

The principal Cicatricosisporites taxa
which have been distinguished in this earliest
period of development of the group are
illustrated in stratigraphic order of entry
in Text-figs 3 and 4. They are expressed
as biorecords in the system of Hughes and
Moody-Stuart (1969) in which paper (pp.

106-109) there are comments on the re
lationship of these biorecords to various
taxa used by other authors (Bolkhovitina,
1961; Pocock, 1962; Doring, 1965; Burger,
1966); some further comments are added
here. The biorecords (which pre-date Norris,
1969) are preferred here simply because
they are immutable reference points for
comparison, whereas virtually all the other
species have become 'balloon taxa' (see
Hughes, 1970); as already explained else
where (Hughes, 1975) the names given to
the biorecords can easily be made more
euphonious and communicable, once they
are ~aken into general use for their pro
pertIes.

1. NFH/JCMS 1 C[CATR AT: found
first in small numbers in Volgian strata
such as .the Portland beds, being referred
by Noms (1969) to C. australiensis (Cook
son) Potonie in his assemblages A and B.
C. sprumonti was used by Doring (1965),
but the size range is unsatisfactory,
apparently because of preparation treat
ment.

2. NFH/JCMS 3 CICATR AR: found
first in small numbers by Norris (1969) in
his Assemblage B (Warlingham B.H. 2027
2000 feet) and listed as C. purbeckensis
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'VOLGIAN'

C. purbeckensis

I CICATR ~

Ruffordio lloepperti (spores)

·C. australiensis'

TEXT-FIG. 3A

sp. novo This perhaps also resembles fairly
closely the spores taken in situ from
Ruffordia goepperti (see Hughes & Moody
Stuart, 1966).

3. NFH/JCMS 4 CICATR A W: found
first in small numbers in Early Berriasian
strata at 1987 feet in Warlingham bore
hole. Norris (1969) used Plicatella abaca
(Burger) for such spores in his Assemblage
B (Warlingham B.H. 2027-2000 feet) but
this appears likely to be due to lack of
separation of 4 CICATR AW from 2
CICATR AF which enters at this lower level.
'Anemia' exiloides (Mal.) Bolkh. has been
used by Russian authors in a similar
sense.

4. NFH/JCMS 6 CICATR B5: this large
spore does not survive whole unless sedi
mentation (as expressed by 'Fern Spore
Size index') allows. It enters at Warlin
gham RH. 1915 feet. Norris (1969) re
corded something similar under C. angi
canalis Doring, 1965, but that species is

weakly based on a small number of speci
mens.

5. NFH/JCMS 7 C[CATR Cl: this
important taxon enters at Warlingham
B.H. 1887 feet. A few cf. B specimens have
been recorded from just below 1900 feet,
as also recorded by Norris (1969).

6. NFH/JCMS 5 C[CATR A2: also enters
the succession at Warlingham RH. 1887
feet. Not recorded by Norris (1969) who
did not work above 1900 feet in this
borehole.

7. NFH/JCMS 9 C[CATR AP: a large
spore which enters at 1873 feet at Warlin
gh'l.m RH. This is probably close to the
spores taken in situ from Pelletieria valdensis
(see Hughes & Moody-Stuart, 1966).
Various authors have tried to include these
in C. brevilaesuratus Couper, 1958 but as
has been shown by Kemp (1970) this
Barremian (and thus irrelevant) species
was wrongly described by Couper because
of inappropriate preparation treatment.
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9 CICATR AP Peilcli&rio voldcncic (epors!:)

'App. potomacensis' 7 CICATR CI 4 CICAHl A2.

EARLY

BERRIASIAN 6 CICATR B5

TEXT-FrG. 3B - Diagrams of species rank taxa of Cicatricosisporites in succession upwards from the
earliest occurrence in strata of' Volgian ' age through to Late Berriasian x 500. Biorecords (e.g. 1 CICATR
AT)from Hughes and Moody-Stuart, 1969. Spores in situ, from Hughes and Moody-Stuart, 1966: other
records from Norris, 1969.

C. magnus Doring, 1965 may be close to
this taxon.

8. NFH/JCMS 8 C[CATR C2: this very
distinctive Late Berriasian taxon enters at
Warlingham RH. 1819 feet. Both Doring
(1965) and Burger (1966) recorded this
morphological type but placed it in Appen
dicisporites tricornitatus Weyland & Grei
feld, 1953, an irrelevant Senonian species.
Some Russian authors (Bolkhovitina, 1961)

appear to have absorbed it with the very
different 7 CICATR CI (see above) in
Appendicisporites macrorhyzus (Mal.) Bolkh.,
thus losing the stratigraphic distinction.

Of the authors mentioned above Hughes
and Moody-Stuart (1969) and Norris (1969)
appear to have had the most complete con
tinuous section in southern England, both
in borehole and outcrop. The borehole
sections of Doring (1963) from 'German
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TEXT-FrO. 4 - Diagrams (x 500) of four muri and lumina, set on a bar representing maximum dia
meter of spore, for each species rank taxon of Cicatricosisporites, corresponding to Text-fig. 3. Biorecord 3
CICATR AR is closely similar to C. purbeckensis Norris.

Wealden' A-G apparently began a little
later, but the chief difficulty is with large
specimen sizes apparently caused by swelling
in preparation. The first species of Burger
(1966) from the Netherlands boreholes is
Plicatella abaca, indicating that these
sections began a little later still; unfortu
nately Burger mostly used names from
other parts of the column. The consoli
dated account of Russian sections (Druschits
& Vahkrameev, 1976) shows 'A'. exilioides
as the earliest species at approximately
the time of 4 CICATR AW; this later
appearance of the group may be due to
higher palaeolatitudes for most Russian
sections. An unexplained Russian record
frequently quoted is C. tersa from nearly

as low as C. exilioides; the several illustra
tions do not provide a proximal view which
was a difficulty encountered in 10 CICATR
ASS but this appears first in Valanginian
strata in England (e.g. Warlingham RH.
1740 feet).

It is possible therefore to say that, when
interpreted, almost all these sections men
tioned above agree in the order of entry
of spores; and although the English section
may eventually prove to be incomplete, the
others as published are even less complete.
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